“Hydro+” and the QCD critical point search
“Hydro+”: a dynamical framework which couples the enhanced long
wavelength fluctuations near the QCD critical point with hydro.
modes.
1. Motivation: extracting quantitative information about the
criticality from heavy-ion collisions (HIC) experiments.
2. The review of the formulation of “Hydro+”.

Stephanov-YY, 1712.10305, PRD ’18

3. First numerical simulation results will be shown; the
quantitative era for critical dynamics has just begun.
Rajagopal-Ridgway-Weller-YY in preparation

Yi Yin
XQCD, June.25th 2019
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Introduction and motivation
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Tc = 156.5 ± 1.5MeV
Hot QCD collaboration :PLB 2019
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Fig. from Baym et al, Rept.Prog.Phys. 81,2018

The past decade has seen significant advances on the
characterization of the properties of hot QCD matter at small μB
(< 200MeV) and those of cold nuclear matter with density unto
2n0 .
The phase diagram of hot QCD matter at finite baryon density is
still uncharted.
Is QGP more like liquid or gas with increasing baryon density?
New phases?
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An outstanding question about the QCD phase structure: the emergence
of first order transition and the critical point?

Phase digram of water (wiki)

The critical point and the first order transition is a ubiquitous
phenomenon. How about the QCD phase diagram?
Heavy-ion collision (HIC) experiment will look for the signature of
the first order transition and/or the critical point to answer this
question.
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Ongoing BESII at RHIC: looking for the criticality through fluctuations
Xiaofeng Luo, Nu Xu 1701.02105 for a review.

(see Nonaka’s talk)

Hadrons (e.g. protons) multiplicity fluctuations are expected to
be enhanced near C.P. .
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2

event

event

Hints from BESI: non-monotonicity and sign change of fourth
cumulant (i.e. K4) as a function of beam energy within line of
theory expectation albeit with a large error bar.
K4 (rescaled data)
K4 (theory expectation)
Baseline
μB
Stephanov, PRL 11

Baseline

STAR preliminary data from BESI
(Xiaofeng Luo, 1503.02558)
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The display of an actual heavy-ion collision event of BESII on May. 9th, 2019 at RHIC at
Brookhaven national lab.

Data from BESII is coming!
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Baseline

BESII at RHIC kicked off earlier this year (2019). This three-year
program will bring data with unprecedented precision. This is an
exciting time.
This in turn presents both outstanding challenging and opportunity
for theory.
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Quantification of critical signature is essential for the discovery of C.P.
Initial condition

The needed quantitative
framework describing dynamics
for critical point search is
comprehensive and complicated.

T

Hydro+critical
fluctuations
Hadron-dynamics

There are growing interests in the building up of thisμ
comprehensive quantitative framework in the community recently.
See also Bzdak’s talk

e.g.: Beam Energy Scan Theory Collaboration in US includes 12
universities/national lab.
e.g. many recent publications from Asian community.
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E.o.S. with an Ising-like C.P.
T

A (Ising-like) C.P. in T-μB plane

μ

Matching lattice results at small μB

C.P.

𝛘B

T
A minimum model by Parotto
et al, 1805.05249.

E.o.S with a C.P. (i.e. p(e,n)) is needed in the experimental
accessible region in the phase diagram.
E.o.S. determines thermal fluct. (e.g. taking derivatives of
pressure) along a trajectory at given beam energy.
E.o.S is a crucial input for solving hydro. equations.
NB: the strategy for this construction is similar to that for
9
neutron star study.

The critical fluctuation is inescapably offequilibrium near the critical point.
(“critical slowing down”)
Offequilibrium
T

Critical fluctuation relaxes very slowly!

(C.f. Fujii-Ohtani PRD 04’ ; Son-Stephanov, PRD 04’)

A significant progress on understanding the characteristic feature ofμ
those off-equilibrium critical fluctuations.
see YY, 1811.06519 for a mini-review

For example, critical fluctuation can be different from the equilibrium
expectation both quantitatively and qualitatively !
e.g. S. Mukherjee,
R.
Venugopalan and YY, PRC15

Equilibrium skewness

Off-equilibrium skewness
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Further, the evolution of fluctuation will feedback the hydro
evolution. (Hydro is non-linear theory. c.f. : turbulence )
The equilibrated fluctuations lead to the
scaling behavior of equilibrium E.o.S. When
fluctuations are offequilibrium, equilibrium
scaling near C.P. is distorted.
Akamatsu-Teaney-Yan-YY, 1811.05081.
𝛘Ising

(Detailed scaling regime)

(Critical slowing down regime)

➡
Tc

Hydro with fluctuation is needed!
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Tc

There are three approaches for studying hydro. with thermal fluctuations
Landau-Lifshitz, Statistical
in general.
Mechanics; Kapusta-MuellerI. Stochastic hydro. approach: (adding noise Stephanov, PRC ’11; Muraseto hydro. equations).
Hirano, 1304.3243;…
See Murase’s talk later

II. “Effective field theory” (EFT) approach:
formulating hydro on the SchwingerKeldysh contour.
III: Treating off-equilibrium fluctuations as
slow modes in additional to “hydro”
modes.

Kovtun-Moore-Romatschke,
JHEP 14’; Glorioso-CrossleyLiu, JHEP 17’; HaehlLoganayagam-Rangamani,
1803.11155, …
Kawasaki, Ann. Phys. ’70;
A n d r e e v, J T E P, ‘ 1 9 7 1 ;
…“hydro-kinetic”,
Akamatsu-MazeliauskasTeaney, PRC 16, PRC ’18

Coupled deterministic equation.
“Hydro+” belongs to the third approach. Its equations are
deterministic, and are free from the problem of UV divergence
as well as the ambiguity related to multiplicative noise.
Conceptually simple and ideal for numerical simulation.
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Hydro+
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A quick review of Hydro.
Hydro. describes slow evolution of conserved densities, e.g,
energy density e and momentum density (related to flow velocity
uμ).
Γhydro ∝ Q 2
Hydro. equation: conservation laws with constitutive relation
obtained by gradient expansion.
∂μ T
μν

μν

= 0.

= e u u + p(e)(g + u u ) + 𝒪(∂)
μ

ν

μν

Zeroth order:

T

First order:

T∂μν ∼ η(𝒪(∂)) + ζ(𝒪(∂))

μ ν

Hydro.

Γmic
14

ω

Hydro. simulation for heavy-ion
collisions (by Schenke) from “MUSIC”
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What happens if there is an additional slow mode ɸ? Γϕ ≪ Γmic

❓❓
Γɸ

Γmic
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ω

Parametrically slow mode(s)
Parametrically slow modes: smallness of Γɸ is controlled by
another small parameter δ(+).
lim Γϕ → 0 ,

δ(+)→0

lim Γϕ ≠ 0 ,

Q→0

Γϕ ≪ Γmic .

In particular, fluctuations near a critical point equilibrates slowly
due to the grow of correlation length ξ (critical slowing down).
lim Γfluc → 0 .
lmic/ξ→0

The emergence of parametrically slow mode(s) can be found in
many interesting and relevant physical situations. (other examples:
axial density and spin density). See Masura Hongo and Jinfeng Liao’s talk later
NB: coupling non-hydro. modes to hydro has been studied in many
references. Our work highlights the notion of “parametrically slow
modes” and sketches the systematic expansion based upon it.
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Hydro+

Hydro.

Γɸ

Γmic

ω

The presence of Γɸ naturally divide the low frequency behavior of
the system into two (qualitatively) different regimes.
Hydro regime: ω<< Γɸ, ɸ

its equilibrium value ɸeq(e).

“Hydro+” regime: ω>>Γɸ, ɸ is off-equilibrium and has to be
treated as a mode independent of hydro modes.
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Qualitative feature: the generalization of E.o.S and transport coefficients
s(+)(e,ɸ)

s(e)

Γɸ

Γmic

ω

In “hydro+” regime, a macroscopic state is characterized by e, ɸ.
Generalized entropy s(+): log of the number microscopic states
with given e, ɸ.
In principle, s(+) can be determined once ɸ is specified. (see later).
From s(+), one could define other generalized thermodynamic
functions such as β(+) and p(+) .
ds(+) = β(+) de + …
Similar to transport coefficients.
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ϕ(Q)

Application to critical dynamics: hydro+
The “+” of “hydro+” is (Winger transform of)
the two point function of the fluctuating order
parameter field δM (For QCD critical point and
for description of the dynamics of ɸ, we will
consider M ~ s/n): Stephanov-YY, 1712.10305, PRD ’18
ϕ(t, x; Q) =

∫

dΔx e −iΔx Q ⟨ δM(t, x + Δx/2) δM(t, x − Δx/2) ⟩
(In future: extension to higher p.t. functions)

The fluctuations depend non-trivially on momentum Q (resolution
scale) near C.P. E.g, for a homogeneous and equilibrate system.

{

1
ϕeq(Q) ∼ −2
ξ + Q2
\
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ϕeq(Q ≫ ξ −1) ∼ Q −2
ϕeq(Q ∼ ξ −1) ∼ ξ 2

Dynamics of ɸ

We consider relaxation rate equation
u μ ∂μϕ = Γϕ(Q) (ϕ(Q) − ϕeq(e, n; Q))

This form of relaxation rate equation can
be derived from stochastic hydro. under
certain simplifications.

{

Γϕ(Q ≪ ξ −1) ∼ Q 2
Γϕ(Q ∼ ξ −1) ∼ ξ −3

Γϕ(Q ≫ ξ −1) ∼ Q 3

The relaxation rate Γɸ(Q) is a universal
function (model H).
Q<<1/ξ

Q~1/ξ

Q>>1/ξ

NB: the Q-dependence of Γɸ(Q) induces interesting Q-dependence
of ɸ(Q).
21

Coupling ɸ to hydro.

Stephanov-YY, 1712.10305, PRD ’18

Generalized entropy s(+): log of the number of microscopic states with
given e, n, ɸ.
s(+) = s(e, n) + Δs ,
1
ϕ
ϕ
Δs =
log(
)−
+1 +…
2 ∫Q [
ϕeq
ϕeq
]
(Δs can be derived from def.)

E.o.M for hydro. variables remain the same:
∂μ T μν = 0

The stress-energy tensor now depends on ɸ

T

μν

= e u u + p(+) (g + u u ) + 𝒪(∂)
μ

ν

μν

μ ν

Similar for the transport coefficients

p(e, n) → p(+)(e, n, ϕ)
ζ → ζ(+) ,

Importantly, the gradient of p(+) accelerate the hydro. flow.
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η → η(+)

Effective sound velocity and bulk viscosity from “hydro+”
By solving linearized “hydro+”, we could
determine frequency-dependent
“effective sound velocity” and “effective
bulk viscosity”.
“Hydro+” captures the off-equilibrium
effects on effective E.o.S and effective
transport coefficients.
At linearized level, “hydro+”=“one loop”
calculation of hydro. fluctuations, e.g. by
Onuki, PRA,1997. However, “hydro+” is
intrinsically nonlinear.

c2s,eff
Sound velocity is larger than
equilibrium value

ζeff/ζeq
Bulk viscosity is smaller than
equilibrium value

Expansion rate/equilibration rate
23

A pictorial summary of “hydro+”

Fluctuations.

“Lag”

“transport”

E.o.S (and η, ζ…)

hydro. Flow
“hydro force”
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We now show preliminary simulation results.

“Hydro+ in action”
Rajagopal-Ridgway-Weller-YY in preparation

Greg Ridgway

Ryan Weller
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Simulating “hydro+” in a simplified set-up
T vs (τ, r)

τ

ɸeq vs (τ, r)

T=0.140 GeV

T=0.180 GeV

r

We wish to see “hydro+” in action in a Bjorken and radial expanding
(vr≠0) and inhomogeneous fluid.
We place a hypothetical C.P. near μ=0 (no eq for baryon density.)
The critical fluctuations reaches its maximum around Tc=0.160 GeV.
Disclaimer: we are not doing phenomenology here. This is an exercise to
understand how to implement “Hydro+” in practice, and to prepare for
future quantitative studies.
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Non-trivial dependence on momentum scale Q
Off-quilibrium ɸ: solid. Equilibrium ɸeq dashed.

T > Tc

Large Q (shortwave length) modes are in equilibrium.
Small Q (longwave length) modes are dynamical.
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T <Tc

τ

r
The evolution of ɸ is driven by
critical slowing down effect and
advection by the flow.
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The offequilibrium ɸ modifies effective E.o.S

τ

s - s(+) vs (τ, r)

r

ϕ
ϕ
Q log(
)−
+1
ϕeq
ϕeq
[
]
2

Qpeak
1 dQ 2
ϕ
ϕ
Δs =
Q log(
)−
+1
2
2 ∫ 2π
ϕeq
ϕeq
[
]

The offequilibrium becomes important when fluctuations grow large.
Offequilibrium is more prominent at early times when the fireball
expands faster.
A particular momentum Qpeak plays the most important role in backreaction: an emergent length scale induced by offequilibrium effects.
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The snapshot of radial flow vs r (preliminary, stay tuned)
Red: vr from hydro; Blue: vr from hydro+

τ = 3 fm

τ = 3.7 fm

τ = 4.5 fm

Δvr/vr
In progress: is the relative difference in radial flow between hydro
and hydro+ comparable to that between hydro with E.o.S with
and without a critical point?
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Implementation of “hydro+” by upgrading 3+1d hydro codes (OSU
group)
Code validation with Gubser flow
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Comparison between numerical results from the (3+1)D code (dashed lines) and from Mathematica (solid lines).
Lipei Du (OSU)

Hydro+ near the QCD critical point

(from Lipei Du, Uli Heinz)
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Implementation of “hydro+” in hydro codes “MUSIC" (Wayne state group)

(from Chun Shen’s ongoing work)
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Summary on the critical point search

Baseline

BESII will explore region of the QCD phase diagram with hints about
the QCD critical point and bring data with unprecedented precision.
Understanding critical dynamics are crucial to maximize the discovery
potential of ongoing HIC experiments — we are working to build the
needed theoretical tools.

The era of quantitative studies of critical dynamics has just
begun!
33

Future fixed target experiments will explore the QCD phase diagram at
μB up to 800MeV with very high luminosity
10
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FAIR SIS100 2025
Fixed-Target

9

μB< 200MeV
HIAF 2023

STAR at RHIC
BES-II 2019

10

Design of CEE (detector) for
fixed target collision at HIAF

ALICE
sPHENIX

NICA 2023
Collider

10

//nxu/STAR/BE-II LoI/01nxu/kinematics/ratesvsenergy_feb2018.kumac

HIAF at Huizhou (construction
began on 2018)

Interaction Rates (/sec)

μB: 800MeV

1

10

μB: 400MeV Collision Energy s (GeV)
NN

Future facilities worldwide (LHC,FAIR/
CBM, NICA,HIAF, J-PARC…) will open
new observational frontier in the next
decade.
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Russian
Germany
China
Japan

100

NICA
FAIR
HIAF
J-PARC

2023
2025
2023
202X

Summary on “hydro+” and outlook

Relaxation Rate

We have formulated “hydro+” which couples
critically slow fluctuations to hydro. modes.
Alternative approach: simulating stochastic
hydro. near the critical point Interesting to
compare!

Γϕ
Γhydro
τ
(“hydro+” c.f. Level-crossing.)

Other generalizations: hydro with spin, hydro
with axial charge, etc.
Γmic

Another scenario: slow modes are adiabatically
connected to hydro. modes (“adiabatic hydro.”) Γslow
Γhydro
during the evolution. Its application the preτ
thermal stage of HIC is under investigation.
(“Adiabatic hydro.”: slow
J. Brewer, Li.Yan,YY in preparation
35

modes are adiabatically
connected to hydro. modes
during the evolution)

Back-up

36

Construction of Hydro+ for general scalar mode
E.o.M for ɸ:
u μ ∂μϕ = Aϕ(∂ ⋅ u) + Fϕ(e, ϕ)

Aɸ(e, ɸ) describes the response of ɸ to compression/
expansion. (E.g. for axial charge ɸ=nA, Aɸ = nA.)
Fɸ(e, ɸ) is the “returning” force:

lim Fϕ ∝ Γϕ (ϕ − ϕeq(e))

Q→0

E.o.M for hydro. variables remain the same:
∂μ T μν = 0
The constitutive relation for Tμν and Fɸ can be obtained by the
double expansion in (Q lmfp) and δ(+). The generalized 2nd law
imposes an important constraint:
μ
∂μ s(+)
≥0
37

The physics of critical dynamics search is very rich, and is of broad
interest.

(Bosons in a shaken
optical lattice ,W.
Clark et al, Science’
16)

Hexagonal Manganites, M. (Conjecture for critical quark matter,
Griffin et al, Phys.Rev.X ’ S. Mukherjee, R. Venugopalan and
12
YY, PRL, Editors’ suggestion, ’16.)

For example, the offequlibrium critical scaling (Kibble-Zurek
scaling) behavior in HIC is expected to be observed. If so, this
would be a nice demonstration of the unity of physics.
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Outlook

Fermi (1952)

the LHC have revealed several interesting and unexpected properties of the Quark Gluon Plasma
(QGP), most prominently its near perfect fluidity. The QGP created at LHC and top RHIC
energies consists of almost as much antimatter as matter characterized by the nearly vanishing
baryon number chemical potential µB [1]. Lattice calculations [2, 3] show that QCD predicts
that under these condition the transition from the QGP to a hadron gas occurs smoothly as a
function of decreasing temperature, with many thermodynamic properties changing dramatically
but continuously within a narrow temperature range around the transition temperature Tc =
154 ± 9MeV [4, 5, 3, 6]. This transition is referred to as the crossover region of the phase
diagram of QCD, see Figure 1.
In contrast, quark-gluon plasma
RH
at large baryon number chemical poIC
tential may experience a sharp first
order phase transition as it cools,
with bubbles of quark-gluon plasma
and bubbles of hadrons coexisting at
a well-defined co-existence temperature, similar to bubbles of steam
and liquid water coexisting in a boiling water. This co-existence region
ends in a critical point, where the
baryon number chemical potential is
Baryon Chemical Potential just large enough to instigate a first
order phase transition. It is not yet
known whether QCD has a critical Figure 1: A sketch illustrating the experimental and thepoint [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], nor where in oretical exploration of the QCD phase diagram. Although
its phase diagram it might lie. Model the matter produced in collisions at the highest enercalculations typically predict the ex- gies and smallest baryon chemical potentials is known to
istence of a critical point, but do not change from QGP to a hadron gas through a smooth
constrain its location. Model inde- crossover, lower energy collisions can access higher baryon
pendent lattice QCD calculations, on chemical potentials where a first order phase transition line
the other hand, become more dif- is thought to exist. The reach of the BES-II program comficult with increasing µB and, thus ing at RHIC is shown, as are the trajectories on the phase
do not yet provide definitive answers diagram followed by the cooling droplets of QGP produced
about the existence of a Critical in collisions with varying energy. The present reach of latPoint. However, new methods intro- tice QCD calculations is illustrated by the yellow band.
duced within the past decade have provided some hints [8, 10, 12]. While these theoretical
calculations are advancing through both new techniques and advances in computing, at present

2002

2015

RHIC starts running

2020+

Future experiment

Looking forward to the updated version of the QCD phase
diagram in the future.
1
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Qualitative feature II: transport coefficient
Slow equilibration of ɸ, large λ
eff
transport coefficient(s) λ in hydro
λhydro~1/Γɸ
regime.
λhydro ∝ Γ−1
ϕ + 𝒪(δ(+))
For example, transport coefficients
grow near the critical point.

λ(+) ~1/Γmic

Γɸ

Γmic ω

However, “effective λ” would drop rapidly to a much smaller value
in “hydro+” regime.
λ(+) ∝

−1
Γmic
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